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ABOUT ZIP

More about Zip
Buy now, pay later.



Split any purchase into easy installments over time with Zip.


We’re here to create a world where people can live fearlessly today,
knowing they're in control of tomorrow. Our brand rebalances the
power in payments by putting people in the center of everything we do.


Our strategy is built on the universal truth that nobody can live in the
moment, if they are not in control of their future. When you give people
the knowledge, access, and ability to control their financial lives, you
give people the opportunity to live every day with confidence.
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BRAND ELEMENTS

This is Zip

This is the Zip logo. Naturally, the letter “I”
sits in the middle of our name, and we’ve
given power to that “I” to emphasize our
commitment to putting people at the
center of everything we do.



*This is Zip’s preferred default logo
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Core Base



Our brand relies on Fearlessness, Control, and Confidence.
These colors should always be present.


We always use Pantone Color Matching System (PMS) for print.

CMYK should only be used when PMS is unavailable.

Our Color
Palette
Our brand colours embody financial
fearlessness, and are balanced with
our focus on control.


We’re also building for business with 
a committed palette to B2B brand
and communications.
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Fearlessness

Hex #AA8FFF 
PMS 2655 C

R 170 G 143 B 255

C 54 M 59 Y 0 K 0

Confidence

Hex #1A0826

PMS 5255 

R 26 G 8 B 38

C 97 M 100 Y 15 K 62

Control


#FFFFFA

PMS 1-1 U

R 255 G 255 B 250

C0M0Y0K0

Fearless tints



Our palette has tints and shades based on Fearlessness.

They work to add depth to our use of color.
Dark

#3B115B
R 59

G 17

B 91

Medium Fearless Light
#8364BF
R 131

G 100

B 191

PMS 2655
+

PMS 5255 
70%

PMS 2655
+

PMS 5255 
30%

C 80

M 100

Y 0

K 45

C 65

M 73

Y 0

K0

#AA8FFF
R 170

G 143

B 255

#C9B3FF
R 201

G 179

B 255

PM S

PM S
2655

70%

2655
C 54

M 59

Y 0

K0

C 33

M 38

Y 0

K0

Lighter

#DBCCFF
R 219

G 204

B 255
PM S
2655

45%

C 22

M 26

Y 0

K0

Lightest
#EDE6FF
R 237

G 230

B 255
PM S
2655

27%

C 11

M 14

Y 0

K0

BRAND ELEMENTS

Logo

Button

First
We establish logo clear space

across all communications to ensure
our logo has the breathing room it
needs. We use the checkout button
as the measurement for clear space.


Minimum sizes of our logo are defined
by merchants who use our product.


However, when we have control over
the logo’s size, refer to the guides
here.

ZIP.CO

Clear space & minimum size

BRAND ELEMENTS

Logo

-7 Degrees
Our logo is constructed on a grid built
of -7° angles. The angle emphasizes
speed while being in touch with the
realities of life.*








*As an object in motion will tend to stay in motion, an object at
rest will tend to stay at rest, until acted upon by an outside force.

Here, the “object is an person, an the force is Zip. Think of a car:
as it accelerates, the driver’s body leans backward. Zip is moving
forward at a speed, but we convey it from the person’s
perspective, reinforcing our focus on people.

ZIP.CO

The angle
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Our

Typography
EVERYDAY TONE OF VOICE:

SHARP GROTESK 25 SEMIBOLD 

Sharp Grotesk 25 Semibold is our
everyday tone of voice.


It’s a sturdy and hardworking font
that delivers strong awareness
without needing to shout.




ZIP.CO

Sharp Grotesk Light
Sharp Grotesk Book
Sharp Grotesk Medium

If you
can
shop it,
you can
Zip it.

Sharp Grotesk Light
Sharp Grotesk Book

Sharp Grotesk Medium
?!%&¢«§(:
$1,234,567,890
AaBbCcDdEeFfGg
HhIiJjKkLlMmNn

OoPpQqRrSsTtUu
VvWwXxYyZz
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Color &

Logo
Our 2-color logo contains our
primary brand color, limiting which
colors the logo can exist on.


We’re moving to include a 1-color
version of our logo, which gives us
the opportunity to turn it up with
Fearlessness or with approved
colors from campaigns and holiday.


Note: When using a 1-color logo, be mindful of contrast when
creating more expressive color combinations.

ZIP.CO

2-COLOUR LOGO

CORE PALETTE

2-COLOUR LOGO

SECONDARY TINTS

1-COLOUR LOGO 
CAMPAIGN & HOLIDAY

BRAND ELEMENTS

Logo & Icon
Misuse
1. Do not stretch the logo.


2. Do not rotate the logo.


3. Only use designated colours and
colour combinations.


4. Do not skew the logo.


5. Do not unevenly extend the pocket.


6. Do not break the -7 degree angle.


7. Use only the type setting techniques
and type within these guidelines


8. Do not add effects or shadows to
the logo.
ZIP.CO
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Zip  
on your 

website
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Topstrip Banner

Examples of Zip
placement on
your website

Hero Banner

Vertical Banner

Horizontal Banner

Payment Methods
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Topstrip
banners
Let shoppers know what their
payment options are as soon as
they come to your site.


Use evergreen banners to push
people to learn more about Zip on
your hosted landing/FAQ page.

ZIP.CO

Buy now, pay later is here

Learn more now

Buy now, pay later is here

Learn more now

Buy now, pay later is here

Learn more now

Buy now, pay later is here

Learn more now

Buy now, pay later is here

Learn more now

BRAND ELEMENTS

Evergreen
banners

Leverage Zip’s web banners to
remind your customers they have
the option to split their purchase
into easy installments, in turn
increasing sales for your company. 


Buy now,

pay later.
Split your purchase
into easy payments
over time.

Buy now,

pay later

is here.
ZIP.CO
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and Social

Media
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EMAIL AND SOCIAL MEDIA

Zip in email
Use email to inform your customers
that they can easily split their
purchase with Zip.  
Sending a dedicated email to your
customer base, or including a “How 
it works” section as an evergreen
banner, will remind shoppers they
have the financial flexibility to choose
Zip as their payment method.


When designing assets using the 

Zip logo and/or your brand logo 

in collaboration with Zip, please
reference the brand elements
guidelines that can be found at the
beginning of this document.





Introduce

Inform

WORKS WITH YOU

Benni More

Influence
Bienvenidas

Split your purchase
in easy installments with

NAILS LASHES SKIN SALE

Buy now, pay later with
We’re excited to announce that we’ve partnered with Zip to

offer our shoppers a better way to pay! 


Now you can split your payments into easy installments over time.

SHOP NOW

With Zip, you can split your payments into easy/convenient
installments over time. Just select

“Pay with Zip” at checkout to buy now, pay later.
SHOP NOW

A Few of Our  
New Favorites
The Face Stickie Pack

We Recommend

How it Works

SHOP THE BRA
Reds SEt

Pay in easy installments
Shop Now

Split your purchases
into easy installments

Pay it over time

Instant decision

Buy
now,
pay
later
.
ay in easy installments.
P

ZIP.CO

Pastel Set

Pay in easy installments
Shop Now

EMAIL AND SOCIAL MEDIA

Social Media :
Introduce and
Inform

・・・

Introducing



AT HOME
・・・

Get it all. 

Pay over time.

・・・

We recommend using stories and posts
to educate your followers about Zip as a
payment solution.
Split your
payments

with Zip


Swipe up to shop now

ZIP.CO

Easy payments
over time
Swipe up to shop now

AT HOME
Swipe up to shop now

EMAIL AND SOCIAL MEDIA

Social Media :
Influence

Increase sales by showing your
audience how they can buy the
latest drops now and pay later.


Posts, Stories and Reels are a
great way to pique the interest of
your followers to convert them to
shoppers.

allday

・・・

Discover our  
latest finds

allday

・・・

Nura face mask

$56

Or split your payment into easy  

allday

・・・

installments with Zip


Choose Zip as your payment method at
checkout & get approved in seconds!


Swipe up to buy now, pay later.


Swipe Up

ZIP.CO

We are here to support
you along the way.
We hope this guide and these assets enable you to
seamlessly introduce Zip into your customers’ shopping
journey across your website, email marketing, and social
channels.


And when in doubt, ask! 


For any marketing-related questions, please reach out to our
marketing team at partners@zip.co


Please also find all resources at zip.co/us/merchant-resources
there you can download the brand guidelines, promotional and
brand assets. 


ZIP.CO

Thank You!
ZIP.CO

